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CANNON ACCUSED OF EMBEZZLING
PUBLICATIONS COMMISSIONER
SURRENDERS TO AUTHORITIES
Dick Cannon, 52 year old former publications com
missioner and student at College of the Pacific, gave him
self up to police Wednesday. Cannon was being sought by
authorities in connection with a charge of forgery and em
bezzlement of student publication money.
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A Capella Starts
Tour Tonight
College of the Pacific A Cappella Choir will present its home
concert tonight at 8:15 at the
Central Methodist Church. Repre
senting six months of rehearsal,
the performance will initiate the
choir's 1950-51 tour.
For Mr. J. Russell Bodley, con
ductor, this must be a significant
hour in the many spent during
the year directing and working
with the group. Its leader since
1934, he has made the A Cappella Choir an institution here
in Stockton. Each year he se
lects by audition a group of sing
ers advanced enough to perform
a cappella, and welds them into
a well-ordered, sensitive choral
organization.
Especially noteworthy is the
speed with which the choir learns
new works. Opening rehearsals
are devoted to reading through
much a cappella music. Sight
reading, a valuable ability for
any music student, is developed
to a high degree by the choir.
The choir's 1951 itinerary in
cludes Nevada City, Grass Val
ley, Chico, Willows, Woodland,
Dick Armbrust seems to enjoy being kissed by Robyn Wilsey.
San Leandro, Piedmont, Red
wood City, and Burlingame in The scene pictured above is from the musicale "Sing Out Sweet
California; Reno and Elko, Neva Land."
da; Boise, Idaho; Redmond, Roseburg, Eugene, and Medford, Ore.
The trip represents 2,500 miles.
Soloists are Janice Comstock,
soprano, June Hook, soprano,
Doreen Ham, soprano, Milton
(Continued on Page Two)
Tomorrow evening "Sing Out Sweet Land," the colorful, loud,
and gay high-point of the Pacific Centennial Drama celebration and
the PLT production of the year, will give its premiere performance
at 8:00 in the conservatory.

Footlights Spot Gala Musical;
Another Centennial Event

Lore Our Scoops
But
Many students have been
asking me why the Pacific
Weekly did not get the Cannon
story before the other papers
released it. This, I hope will
explain:
First: True, it was our own
story and we should have had
it first. However, the only
time we could scoop the other
papers would have to be on
late Thursday afternoon.
Second: Cannon had gone to
San Francisco, and when we
talked to the D.A. Thursday
afternoon, he would not let us
release the story until the
police picked Dick up. •
Third: We should not worry
too much over which paper
got the story first when the
matter of the case is as seri
ous as this.
I want all of you to under
stand that the PSA, Dean's
Monroe and Betz, our attorney,
Hamilton Briggs, and all of the
rest of us have worked on this
case with the interest of the
student body in our minds. We
hope that you haven't lost
faith in us or the Weekly.
—FONDA CARLTON

Leadership Is Byword
Of Hi School Confab
"High school student govern
ment is now less than forty years
old, and has only recently begun
to create community respect. To
increase this respect, high school
leaders must have all it takes to
LEAD: Loyalty, Energy, Ambi
tion and Determination."

Bishop Tippett
This was the gist of a speech
by
Dean Edward Betz, presented
by Walter Kerr, "Sing*
"
Speaks at Chapel OutWritten
Sweet Land" is a musical Green, a member of the cast and at a banquet here at the COP
Personal observations made
during a recent journey around
the world has influenced Bishop
Donald H. Tippett of the Metho
dist Church to choose "This Frus
trated World" for his subject
when speaking at the 11 o'clock
Chapel Service next Tuesday.
Last August Bishop and Mrs.
Tippett were given an assignment
to travel in Southeast Asia and
the islands of the Pacific return
ing via the Holy Land, England
and Germany. Bishop Tippett
will be on campus all day Tues
day and he will have an informal
discussion session in the Ander
son "Y" at 2:30.
Among others, Bishop Tippett's
pastorates have included the
Church of All Nations, New York
City, and the First Methodist
Church in Los Angeles. He has
instructed at the University of
Colorado; Western State College
of Colorado; Teacher's College,
Columbia University, and lectured
on homeletics at USC. Bishop
Tippett was elected a bishop of
the Methodist Church in 1948
and was assigned to the San
Francisco area for 1948-1952.

choruses, "Sing Out Sweet Land campus last Saturday, and heard
has humor, comedy, clever lines, by more than one hundred and
285 different costumes, an or thirty high school leaders from
chestra in the pit, ingenious sets, the central valley and the bay
melodrama, burlesque, and the area.
Charleston."
The banquet marked the cli
Starting out in the days of the max of an all-day meeting of the
Pilgrims, the play goes from era California Student Council As
Dore Schary, Metro-Goldwyn- to era, each scene further along sociation, Section Ten, planned
Mayer studio executive, on the in the development of the musical about the theme "High School
Leaders As Community Leaders."
invitation of President Robert history of the nation.
Burns, will speak during the precurtain ceremonies. In keeping New Awards Given For Band Frolic
somewhat with the theme of the
Something new in awards at the six best acts (three by men and
drama celebration he will talk
about the contribution of Holly 23rd annual band frolic, to be giv three by women) will be selected
wood to the community and the en Tuesday and Wednesday, by competent judges to compete
in the finals the next night. Wo
world.
March 13 and 14, will be the pre
With a combination like De- senting of two gold cups—one for men will compete against women
and men against mer\, A drawing
Marcus Brown directing and Dr.
the best act by a men's group and will be held for the order in which
Lucas Underwood conducting the
a second for the best act by a the acts appear.
musical scores and Anthony Reid woman's group.
in charge of the staging, and
Deadline for entrance into Band
Organizations which have a Frolic competition is March 2, and
three principles like Dick Arm
brust, Robyn Wilsey, and Willard membership of both men and wo the first act entered on a particu
Clark, not to mention the large men may compete, but partici lar theme will be the only one ac
cast of supporting players, the pants must be either all men or cepted along that line. It is im
singing chorus and the dancing all women to win one of the gold portant to get entries in as soon
chorus, the musical promises to cups.
as possible.
be one of the biggest productions
The Band Frolic preliminaries
Entry information must be sent
that has ever hit the campus.
will be held Tuesday night, March to Alice Haynes, Conservatory
To use the words of Cliff 13, at 7:30 in the auditorium. The secretary.
biography of America which
forms a link between the Pil
grim's songs, our famous folk
songs, and the hits of the present
day. It was produced on Broad
way in 1946^ and the performance
tomorrow marks its opening on
the West Coast.

Cannon denied he had been a
fugitive and announced that he
surrendered as soon as possit^e
after hearing Wednesday morn
ing for the first time that he was
wanted. Police had been search
ing for the accused since last
week-end.
The former publications com
missioner told reporters that he
had been frantically trying to
finish a 250-page novel, "The
Tomato King".
"It is nearly finished," he told
police enthusiastically. "It will be
the answer to 'The Grapes of
Wrath'."
He said that he has completed
all but 40 pages of the book and
hoped to reimburse the student
publication with his publication
money.
Cannon, the son of a Bishop,
first ran into trouble with the law
in 1929 for assertedly issuing bad
checks to laborers at a military
academy he ran at La Crescenta.
The next year a warrant in San
Francisco charged him with pass
ing $106 worth of fictitious checks
on the Sir Francis Drake Hotel.
In Los Angeles, a county pro
bation officer said that Cannon is
still on probation there on check
charges and that lie had been at
tending College of the Pacific
"with our knowledge ^nd consent
as a student."
Cannon denied reports that he
is an alcoholic and took the cure
at Mendocino State Hospital.
"I was hospitalized for amne
sia," Cannon said, "after suffer
ing from 'fuge' (mental block)
after my wife died in 1945 fol
lowing my return from overseas."
Cannon is the second son of
the late Southern Methodist Bish
op James Cannon Jr. The Bishop,
who died in 1944, was renowned
as a militant dry and foe of A1
Smith.
Cannon was appointed publica
tions commissioner last Spring
and arbitrarily served as business
manager up until the time the
discrepancy in the publications
account was discovered.
Vonda Carlton, Fall editor of
the paper, discovered the depleted
(Continued on page 3)

Dick Cannon
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A Capella Choir Hunt Calls for Global Morality
Set to Tour
Tsolate the Germ of Discord'

Three Tours On Tap
For Spring Vacation

Application Deadline
For Grants-in-Aid

Three scenic spring expeditions
Trustees of the Albert
will embark from College of Bender Memorial Fund announc
the Pacific on March 17, 1951.
(Continued from Page One)
that March 15 has been set a
There is a need for Pasteurs in the moral life to isolate the
the
deadline for submission of a;
A
wonder
week
of
education
the blood stream of national and international
Kizer, baritone, and Johnnie germ of discord
Wheeler, Tenor.
life must be cleansed!" asserted the veteran California historian and recreation await the appli plications for the Bender Grant
and dean emeritus of the Graduate School of the University of cants who have met Professor in-Aid for the current year.
PERSONNEL
All work in support of the a]
Southern
California, Dr. Rockwell D. Hunt, as he addressed the Jonte's qualifications for member
Soprano I
ship in the fifteenth annual plications must be received at tb
"Mary Cappa, Downey, Calif.; luncheon meeting Thursday of the Faculty Dames of the College Death Valley Expedition. A mere
San Francisco Art Associatio
Alice Chamberlain, Berkeley; of the Pacific.
sixty-two dollars provides com offices, 800 Chestnut Street, b
In a review of his recent arti-*——
"June Dietz, Vacaville; Margaret
plete transportation, meals, and March 20. This year five award
Ewan, Tulare; "Doris Hitch, Ber cle. "Morality is a World Affair,"
lodging, plus admittance to of $1200 each are being offered »
keley; Maebelle Holbrook, Por- which appeared in the fall, 1950
Scotty's
Castle and swimming two in the fields of Art and L|
terville; "June Hook, 'Cheyenne, issue of the World Affairs In
pool use at Furnace Creek Inn. erature, and one in Photography
Wyoming; Beverly Mahon, Stock terpreter, Dean Hunt said, "Scien
The Grants in Art are limite
The student may acquire two
ton; Francis Pini, Fresno; "Leila tific knowledge is advancing,
units in Chemistry, Natural Sci to painting and sculpture. Th
political structure is changing —
Shoemaker, Petaluma.
ence, Geology, or Art (water jury in art is composed of Wi
it is suicidal to attempt to remain
Soprano II
color - oils - photography), and is liam A. Gaw, chairman of th
static
—
we
must
become
pliable
Esther Asay, Lodi; "Elaine Cal
A
serious
problem
exists
in
the
requested to furnish clothing suit Art Department, Mills College
laway, Red Bluff; "Janice Corn- to adjustments but moral quality
library, disclose librarians Allan able for varying degrees of Henry Hill, architect; Jermayn
must
remain
high."
stock, Walnut Creek; "Doreen
weather.
MacAgy, Curator of the Legioi
Economic, political, educational Laursen and Sherman Spencer.
Ham, Ceres; Barbara Holaday,
Now
in
the
process
of
taking
in
of Honor; Daniel M. Mendelc
Members
of
the
California
and
religious
responsibilities
Oakland; "Nadene Proffitt, Peta
ventory, they find that, out of al Missions Tour will visit Califor witz, Stanford University an
luma; Pat Sojourner, San Ysidro, must increase, Hunt said, but to
most sixty-three thousand books nia's original twenty-one Fran James McCray, University o
insure
stability
and
integrity
"we
luma Pat Sojourner, San Ysidro;
must assume sound morality in they are supposed to have, only ciscan missions via specially California.
"Sylvia Wallace, Dallas, Tex.
Grants in Literature will bi
all of our relations — not only fifty thousand are in the library. chartered motor coach. Of par
Alto I
made
for creative writing, whic]
These
books
have
been
disappear
ticular
interest
this
year
will
be
"Barbara Baker, Fellows, Calif.; between individuals and groups
ing at an alarming rate, say the the visit at San Raphael, where may be interpreted in the broad
of
individuals,
but
morality
must
"Mary Ann Collett, Elko, Nevada;
librarians.
construction on a replica of the est sense, excluding only worl
"Betty Jensen, Piedmont; Helen be recognized and extolled wher
renowned mission has begun. that is research in character. Th<
ever
it
appears
between
nations.
Hardest
hit
is
the
reference
sec
Kramer, Stockton; Gladys PapaEscort
Arthur Farey explains jury in literature is composed o:
zian, Fresno; Jane Robinson, Red The moral sanction is a universal tion. Over ninety reference books
reservation
for the tour is wel Mark Schorer of the University
sanction
among
men
everywhere,
have
vanished.
Included
are:
VolBluff; "Sara Sableman, Santa
come
to
all
and
students may be of California; Franklin Walker
Monica; Adrianna Van Konoynen- under all conditions." Morality ume eleven of the Collier's Eninterested
to
know
a two-unit Mills College; Edith R. Mirrie
can
speak
to
every
man
in
his
burg, Modesto.
cyclopedia—this is a brand new
course
in
History
of
the Early lees, Stanford University; am
own language.
Tenor I
set of which the library has not
Missions
is
to
be
offered.
The Joseph Henry Jackson, Literary
Things
in
the
world
are
badly
even received all the volumes—,
'Harold Caton, Stockton; "Rob
Editor of the San Franciscc
ert Jones, San Jose; "Ralph askew today, he continued, re Americana Encyclopedia Volume sum of one-hundred dollars is
Chronicle.
sufficient
for
tuition,
transpor
sulting
in
chaos.
Perverted
ideas
seventeen and Oxford Music Dic
Wadsworth, Ontario, Calif.
Recognition of Photography as
tation, admission fees, travel in
must be refuted wherever they tionary.
Alto II
a
major field of creative art is
surance,
a
special
tour
to
the
appear.
Weapons
cannot
make
"Joanne Arnold, Fresno; San
Of the downstairs books taken
underscored by the addition of a
dra Culbertson, Stockton; Janet man good. Sound morality know without being signed out, Mr. Historical Museum and Diorama
Hampton, Menlo Park; Ellen Hen ing no bonds of time must be Spencer said, "The students' at Buena Park, and first class Grant-in-Aid for this medium foi
dry, Santa Barbara; La Verne recognized wherever it appears. tastes are catholic, anyway; they hotel accommodations and meals. the first time in the history ol
Newest among the College of the Trust. The award is being
Kramer, Stockton; LaVerne Krull Where the course of right is def take everything. What really
the Pacific's spring education ex offered for creative, expressive
Clarksburg, Calif.; "Lenore Lund- inite we should cease debate and
hurts, though, is when they riddle peditions is the course which will and interpretive photography oi
holm, Oakland; "Beverly Sedwick, proceed with action.
a
whole section". He went on, be offered at the Dillon Beach high aesthetic and technical qual
Dr. Hunt concluded that the
San Carlos.
"One
time, someone signed a fake Pacific Marine Station. Located ity. Projects in black-and-white
only
real
remedy
for
sustaining
Tenor II
name to five books of one-act fifty-five miles north of San or color, excluding motion pic
"Scott Coulter, Burlingame; true morality is religion.
plays for instance. When one sec Francisco, at the mouth of scenic tures, will be accepted. The jury
"Dean Finney, Valley Home;
tion is gone like that, the next Tomales Bay, the station affords for photography will include An
William Hartley, Stockton; "Les
person who comes along looking the biological student every ad sel Adams, chairman; Edward
lie Johnson, Stockton; "Harry
for books in that field can't find vantage of study. Here, College Weston, consultant; Imogen Cun
Jordan, Sacramento; "Kenneth
them."
of the Pacific maintains an ex ningham and Minor White.
O'Dougherty, Stockton; "John
The Albert M. Bender GrantsWhiting, Willows.
Mr. Laursen and Mr. Spencer cellent biological science depart
in-Aid, awarded annually, are a
Baritone
ment
equipped
with
modern
believe
that
the
fraternity
houses
Seniors majoring in Civil En
memorial to the late art patron
Richard Armbrust, Vallejo; gineering who can produce proof may be gold mines of lost books. scientific facilities.
whose name they bear. They are
'Leland Brewster, Long Beach; of graduation are eligible to par
Recently
completed
are
two
"We don't care whether they
intended
for creative work in the
Willard Couey, Stockton; "Don ticipate in Civil Service examina took the books as long as they buildings embracing ten thousand
above fields for a one-year per
Curtis, San Lorenzo Village, tions for the position of Junior
feet
of
floor
space,
fourteen
lab
bring them in," said Mr. Laursen.
iod, and are open to any person
Calif.; "Scott Hayes, Buelton, Structural Engineering Drafts
Then he leaded for the ears of all oratories where circulating sea under thirty-five years of age
Calif.; "John Nastari, Oakland.
water
is
piped,
and
a
main
build
man, the State Personnel Board students, "Please return any
who has resided in the Bay Area
Bass
has announced. Examinations are books belonging to the library." ing supplied with fresh and dis
(central California) for at least
Manuel Borges, Carlotta, Calif.; to be given March 31.
tilled water, gas, compressed air
two
years. The Grants are made
In case you think, "Oh, well, and electricity. The "Bios PacifiNick Garedakis, Oakland; "Jack
The present salary range for
Gaunt, Newark: "Jay McGee, this position is $310 to $358 per the library can always replace the ca", a sixty-man sea-faring craft, without restriction as to race,
Arosa, Calif.; "Sterling Nicolay- month. Applications must be books that are missing," you are will be utilized in pursuing mar color, creed or sex.
Application blanks and further
sen, Ripon; "Fred Owens, Stock filed before March 10, with the right; they can and do replace the ine life study.
information
concerning
the
ton; "Verlan Stahl, Bakersfield.
State Personnel Board, 1015 "L" books that are indispensable to
Expense of this itinerary is a
serve the students, but, as Mr. slight five dollars and includes Grants may be obtained by con
* Members of the Traveling Choir St., Sacramento.
Laursen adds, "Remember, every all accommodations. Students are tacting the San Francisco Art
tire we spend money to replace a advised to furnish ample bedding, Association, 800 Chestnut Street.
book, it mans we can't buy a new warm clothing and tennis shoes
book."
or boots.

Thousands Lost
As Bookworms
Raid Library

Civ. Serv. Exams
Open to Seniors

THE EHB ZOHE...

Your On-Campus Refreshment Center

— Conveniently Located in the Student Union Building —

LET'S MEET AT —

The time for the Tournamer
of Orators, the annual Hears
sponsored oratorical contest, i
drawing near. The subject fo
this year is George Washingtor
and with cash prizes rangin,
2363 Pacific
Phone 3-1536
from $200 for first place to $5
— OPEN EVENINGS —
for fourth, the modern day Pa1
rick Henrys have an incentivi
for competing.
It is to be an original speed
of not more than six minutes
with the College of the Pacific
preliminary contest scheduled foi
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
NOVELTIES - ETC.
early in May. The bay area fi
3224 Pacific Ave.
nals are Friday, May 11.
Phone 3-9966
Former College of the Pacific
student Bill Cunningham, of
Omega Phi, won the contest last
year, and went on to compete in
the nationals. The West Coast
EVERYTHING IN TOYS
finals
are scheduled for May 14,
3220 Pacific Ave
Phone 4-7170 ^ with the National finals to be
held on May 17 in Los Angeles.

PACIFIC 5 & 10

PLATE LUNCHES SERVED NOON AND EVENING

3216 PACIFIC AVE.

Washington Subject
Of Orators' Contest

PHONE 3-2346

THE TOY BOX

Humboldt Choir Here
On February 28th

OF

MIKES

AND

MEN
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Cannon Surrenders

count, but into another one in
By ROY STOREY
Cannon's name.
The noted A Cappella Choir
from Humboldt State Col
At last!! The Langworth Library came in, and KAEO is all set
Dean Betz, acting on the au
(Continued from Page One)
lege will sing a concert engage to start full scale operations with this great transcribed music
thority on the Pacific Student As
ment here on February 28 in the library . . . There will be special shows each week out of this bank account when she found that sociation, went with the PSA's
Conservatory Auditorium at 8:15 library, and also regular nightly programming. Name bands such several outstanding bills had not attorney, Mr. Hamilton Briggs, to
P.M.
as Randy Brooks, Frankie Carle, Bobby Sherwood, and Tommy been paid.
the office of the Assistant Dis
The choir, under the direction Dorsey are just a few that have some great selections for the
trict
Attorney, Brad Crittenden,
"I called the bank and asked
of Leland Barlow, is one of the Sunday evening band of the week show . . . The world-famed Cote
where
he swore to the grand
finest on the west coast and has Glee Club, directed by Emile Cote will be featured each Sunday for a statement of the account, theft complaint, last Friday. Miss
received high acclaim from music evening at ten, with a regular half hour Concert of Golden Voices she said, "and when they told me Carlton signed the forgery com
educators and radio executives. (now that the gremlins are through playing) ... Top collegiate the amount that was left, I im plaint.
Mr. Barlow was in the Navy from songs, dixieland, latin rhythms, popular instrumental trios, are mediately called Dean Betz. That
When Cannon appeared for ar
evening, we started proceedings
1942 to 1946 and directed the available for short disc shows and novelty tunes
One of the to get the money back."
raignment before Justice Tye, his
"Meet Your Navy Choir" and the best groupings in the Langworth Library is the Cavalcade Or
bail was set at $1000. The prelim
The account at the bank was inary hearing was set for March
"Bluejacket Choir" in many con chestra and its semi-classical arrangements . . . From four until
certs and coast-to-coast broad eleven each nite excepting Friday and Saturday, KAEO will have registered in both Cannon's and 7.
casts eminating from the United the best music programming of any station in the area, bar none'" the former editor's name and it
States Naval Training Center at
Program Notes: Bill Hecomovich's new drama, Crater's Edee took both of them to sign a check.
A monument to the Indian
Great Lakes, Illinois.
is strictly out of this world, in fact, at times I hear it will be out However, most of the money col chief for whom Solano County is
lected never went into this ac named stands in Fairfield.
A Cappella music is a tradition of the universe!!!
at Humboldt State College and
John Madred, special events director, has stated that he will
the 1951 choir is undoubtedly one see to it that at least one campus event per week will be aired on
of the best ever. The choir tours
r;
, ' ' " n case any of you listeners have wondered why there
northwestern California each year hasnt been any plugging of the Naranjado, (and there is no reason
and annualy sings for the Easter
: r have W0"dered' it>s just a way of bringing up the
Sunrise Service on Trinidad Head. ^ectT
®"b^Ct)' the reason IS that the station has decided that if the
This noted choir's concert is be
°n. a"°rd t0 giVe f0Ur paSes t0 a section of the
ing sponsored by the Associated colSeThp?"
college that involves ten per cent of the students on campus, then
Music Students and the price of
IH t
° a n t b o t h e r t 0 advertise the year book. It sounds
admission is sixty cents.
childish nj a way, but all the facts have been gone over both pro
PROGRAM
and con, and the scarcity of pages has been ll the yearbook te
I.
«'!" "Kit no results. You may not Low It, Z
O Brother Man—Kemmer
the Pacific radio department is one of the three finest in the
Tenebrae factae sunt—Palestrina United States and the finest on the West Coast. One of the purposes
De Sheepfol'—Clokey
Pacific y!Tthe0rad!n d° ^ *7^ inducinS st^ents to come to
Creation—Billings
•ii ~ }
department is given a fair share of space it
The Choir
will attract more students (logical, right9)
II.
Commercially Speaking: The Liberty Broadcasting System is
This Endris Night—arr. White looking into the West Coast track picture, with the though? in
head
LfThe°pma/beHbr,°adCaSting S°me 0t the big meets> c°ast to coast
O Light Divine—Archangelsky
SQUad d0es by some remote chance get to
of the h- af
Thou Knowest, Lord the Secrets one
ne of the big tourneys, it's a good bet that Associated Oil will
of Our Hearts—Purcell
have one of their better sportcasters on hand to give a radio cover
Keep Your Lamps Trimmed—arr. hv M
Sfmes ... A new station should be operating in Modesto
Cain
that T""* m>1
molToT
„ later Saacram
a 2w
The Choir
KS™ in it
a t'" •
ento may have a 500 watt version of
III.
STN in its midsts in short while...It's been rumored that KSTN
Welcome, Sweet Pleasure—
made enough money during its first year of ope^atTon to L T
Weelkes
itself. It usually takes a station years to do it
^ ^
When Flow'ry Meadows Deck the
married.^
^ **** "eWS ab°Ut John and Marsha? They're
Year—Palestrina
In These Delightful Pleasant
Groves—Purcell
TRACK MANAGER NEEDED
Lullay My Liking—Hoist
The Madrigal Singers
All students interested in
IV.
trying
out for manager posi
Echo Song—Lassus
Plans for U. S. students to meet
tion on the Pacific track squad
Summer Is A-Coming In—John of and discuss their common aims
Fornsete
see coach Earl Jackson in the
and problems with their fellow
Czecho-Slovakian Dance Song
athletic office.
students from all countries of
arr. Krone
Western Europe, the Middle East
Swansea Town—arr. Nagle
and South America are included is 50 days, with costs ranging be
The Choir
in its Summer Program for 1951, tween $350 and $800. Some of
the National Student Association the places visited will be the
has announced. To achieve this British Isles, Scandinavia, Bene
aim tours have been arranged to lux, Italy, France, Yugoslavia
the Middle East, and South Afri
fall into four main categories
study tours, international tours, ca, and timing will be so that
Stockton College and College of work camp arrangements, and the tours will include the Festi
the Pacific men are urged to at hospitality tours.
val of Britain with side glances
tend the assembly on Thursday
into the Paris Bimillenary, Salz
The average time for the tours burg, and Edinborough.
March 1, at 11:00. The purpose
of the assembly is to give infor
mation and advice about entrance
into military service.
Mrs. Pease, Selective Service
Board coordinator will explain
the latest selective service rule
on the relationship of draft.
C
ander E. J. Wilson, the
10, ™
12th Naval District Reserve re
D E N I M S
cruiting officer, will discuss the
Naval Reserve program, particu
G R E Y S
HOLLYWOOD MODEL,
larly officer's training.
'
17 inch bottoms
Major Juett, Marine Corps re
MADE IN CALIFORNIA!
cruitment officer, will be on hand
to explain P.L.C. program of of
Clear finish all-worsted gabardine slacks for this new
ficer training.
1951 season! 13 to 13'/2 ounce gabardine hangs well,
A representative of the Army
resists wrinkles, wears like iron. California style features
SOLID and TWO TONE
and of the Air Forces will be sent
include continuous waistband, dropped belt loops and
from Sacramento to discuss Of
deep reverse pleats. Pockets are offset, outseams are
ficer's Candidate School and the
saddle stiched for extra smartness. 28 - 42.
Air Force programs.
Junior college classes will dis
miss men from classes in order
to attend this assembly.
Major Juett will be in room 111
of the Administration Building
at! day March 1 and 2 to take
MEN'S CLOTHIER
enlistments in the P.L.C.
2105 Pacific Ave.

Tours Planned by
Student Association

Armed Forces Info
At Assembly Thursday

Just Arrived...
PEGGERS—

WOOL JERSEYS—

STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA
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CATS TRAVEL TO MEET PEPPERDINE
TIGERS MEET WAVES IN
TWO GAME SERIES

BENGALS APPROVED FOR BERTH
IN N.A.I.B. TOURNEY

By GEOFF THOMAS

College of the Pacific found out that its highly potent basketball
team is appreciated by fans and students alike yesterday as the
Tiger casabamen were unanimously approved to enter the NAIB
basketball playoffs against Chico, here on March third, and if
victorious against the winner of the Pepperdine-Whittier game
on March seventh.
The ball was started rolling by<
the athletic board of control
Wednesday night. The board
gave a full vote of confidence to
Coach Chris, and company, and
expressed gratitude for the club's
overall season record. The play
offs will be in the sudden death
category, and if the locals emerge
victorious in both games they
will go back to Kansas City for
the actual tournament.
Since the recent basketball
scandals have come into the lime
light the NAIB has jumped in
prominence across the nation as
an untouched tourney. Even be
ing considered to play in this
great championship clash is an
honor, and the Pacific boys are
highly prepped for the coming
battles.
It must be remembered that
this weekends duels with Pepperdine will have no bearing on the
tourney. Win, lose, or atomic ex
plosion, the Tigers will still be
facing Chico in the Pacific Gym
come March third.

No longer contending for the bid the National Inter-Collegiate
Tournament at Madison Square Garden, the College of the Pacific
hoop squad travels this weekend to meet the Pepperdine Waves in
Los Angeles.
The Bengals were knocked out*
of the running for the NIT berth has formed a smooth working
when they dropped a 53 to 51 outfit out of what looked like
heartbreaker to the San Jose green material at the start of the
Spartons in the Pacific pavilion. season. John Furlong and Hugh
Tiger forwards Bill Wirt and Faulkner are the only seniors on
Rod Dietrick will lead the Pacific the Wave squad. Furlong lead
entourage to the Southland, with the Wave squad last year with a
W'irt getting in last licks in his 364 total points record for one
effort to break the school single season of play.
game scoring record. Bill will
In last Tuesday's San Jose tus
have to average better than 18 sle, the Bengals had more than
points a game in the Pepperdine a little trouble hitting the bucket.
series and in the season's finale It gave the impression to many
against the Stockton Skippers fans that a glass lid was covering
next week.
the Pacific goal. A repeat per
In games to date Wirt has formance of a case of non-hit-itus
compiled a 309 point title, with could spell doom for Orange and
sixty-four more to go to equal Black. Pepperdine traditionally
the present Pacific record.
features a fast break type of play,
Tonight and tomorrow night ] by vjrtue of the law of averages
t h e T i g e r s w i l l b e m e e t i n g o n e o f ' usually run up a high score even
their newer rivals. In 1949 the on an off night because they get
Waves lost to the Stockton team so many shots into the air.
57 to 59 in the Cow Palace and
Incidentally, the Waves are
in 1948 the two teams split a probably the tallest team on the
two-game series.
Pacific Coast. The entire twentyPepperdine coach Bob Dowell man squad averages six feet two
inches while the starting five
stand six feet four on the average.
A possible combination of John
Furlong, Hugh Falkner, George
- S p o r t s Quiz —
Herron, Bob Morris, Virgil Sulli
van would pit the Tigers against
By MALCOLME
a six foot six inch per man team.
Q. Who won the 800 meter run
By ED ZUCHELLI
in the 1948 Olympic Games?
Pacific coach Chris Kjeldsen
College of the Pacific is proud will probably start Bill Wirt and
A. Mai Whitfield of the USA.
of its swimming team. The stu Rod Dietrick at forwards, Howie
Q. Who did Ike Williams beat
Eddie Macon, brilliant 440 man, ready for another season with
dent body, faculty, and friends Pierce at center, with George Mofor the lightweight boxing crown. the Tiger tracksters, shown in his usual winning form.
have seen their highly spirited scone and Bud Watkins at the
A. Bob Montgomery.
mermen go on to victory after guard spots. Britt Smith is also
Q. Who recently broke Don
victory in pools across the na certain to see much action on
Hutson's pro pass catching record
tion. It is therefore with a true the southern trip. Smith has exfor the second straight season?
feeling of sorrow that we now 1 hibited an uncanny ability to
A. Tom Fears of the LA Rams.
must face the fact that COP will score and couples said ability
Q. How old is Joe Walcott?
Roger Wickman, Pacific ski not have a swimming team this
Coach Earl Jackson, of the
A. If you know you've got the
with large amounts of hustle.
COP track team, urged yesterday star, copped top honors in the spring.
Male whipped.
Smith often works from the pivot
Before we jump off rashly and
Q. Who placed second in the that all men with any track ex cross country event of the Mt.
Rose winter ski carnival in Neva start trying to find out who de position and at six feet two inches
NCAA tennis championships last perience whatsoever come out for
is one of the shortest centers in
cided which, or why, let's get
the Intramural Meet, to be held da this past weekend.
year?
the country.
March 8th and 9th, and also the
The Bengal blazer finished first the overall picture.
A. COP, with UCLA first.
First of all the PCC ruling on
Q. Who ranked number four Interclass on the 14th and 15th with a time of 25 minutes, 5 sec
Pacific
athletics, which said that Board of Control, Wednesday
onds
over
the
rugged
four-mile
of
March.
teen in the world last year when
we
were
operating "out of night, the boys received the
it came to pole-vaulting?
Men who have lettered in col course. Wickman's win was the
recommendation of the Board
A. Millie's own hubby Ray lege track are not eligible to only victory for Pacific in the bounds" gave many teams the that their plan be adopted. This
out
that
they
have
been
searching
mond Kring, former Pacific ace, compete in the intramural events, meet.
for. They had a loophole which recommendation was submitted
with a skyscraping leap of four but they may participate in the
Portland University won the made it possible for them to to the scholarship committee.
teen feet. Also Ray's place in interclass competition.
team honors, followed by Nevada avoid playing the Tigers in all
the AAU meet last summer won
and University of California. Ron sports, and especially swimming. NYQUIST APPROVES"Some
young
men
may
have
Gene Nyquist, the only senior
the national meet for his Olym
just the talent we need," the Rademaker of Portland soared Basketball, in many cases, also on the team, said that he wished
pic Club team mates.
veteran thinclad mentor com through the air for a combined became a sore spot. One par that he could swim this season,
total of 193.4 to take the jumping. ticular institution, a long-standing
mented, "and we need plenty."
but that the rest of the boys de
University of Nevada domin rival of Pacific, was willing to served a break, and he was all
In past years many outstanding
tracksters have been discovered ated the slalom and downhill run. meet the Tigers in all sports but for them. Nyquist asserted that
he was sure that unless drastic
in these highly interesting meets, John Gianotti of the Wolfpack swimming.
complications developed all of the
and at any rate the individual won the downhill run with a FREEZE OUT METHOD
Popular Ernie Jorge came out can have some fun, and a lot of time of 38.5 seconds. His team
This "freeze-out," by schools men would return to the Stock
with his main ideas for the 1951 good exercise.
mate Allan Ramsey ran off with
generally
on our tank schedule, ton campus.
season last Monday night as he
the slalom in a time of 98 seconds
became more and more general Gone will be Dick Cullenward
The Tigers especially are in for two runs.
spoke before the COP Newman
until the Kjeldsen men found and Jon Stebbins, the two Ailsearch
of
good
quarter-milers,
Club in his first campus address.
American swimmers of 1950. Bob
The
Tigers
finished
last
in
the
According to Ernie ha will use broad jumpers and high jump team standings due to their ab themselves with only three meets, Brown and Wayne Lavalle, the
which
certainly
is
not
conducive
the same system that has made ers. Coach Jackson firmly be sence in the jumping event.
speedy lettermen sprinters, will
Pacific a feared eleven for the lieves that the talent is here to Teams competing were Portland, to work day after day, and sac not be seen in our pool this
rifice eligibility.
past four years. The young coach find.
Nevada,
California,
U.C.L.A.,
The boys, realizing that they spring, plus Denny Pace, perhaps
said that he might throw in a
Stanford, Oregon and Pacific.
would be accomplishing practic the fastest short distance man of
few trick plays, but only if the body and friends has been mar
This
weekend
the
Orange
and
ally
nothing by swimming this them all, and Tom Ostman, the
Tigers were ahead by thirty or velous," Ernie said, "and if we
all-around flash from Whittier.
all pull together I am sure that Black skiers will be after the spring, approached the admini
forty points.
It seems tragic that such a step
Class
B
Championships
at
Yosestration
with
a
plan
of
dropping
Jorge seemed happy in the po we will have a great year in
should
have to be taken. Certain
mite. The squad consists of their schedule this year, with the
tentialities of his outfit for next 1951."
colleges
and universities seem to
Wickman,
Bill
Aubrey,
Mike
idea of regrouping as a unit
fall's scrums, but he emphasized
have lost the actual perspective
Franceschini
and
Ted
Phillips.
either
next
year,
or
after
the
war.
The Tiger footballers who en
the power of the opposition
No definite word had been of athletics, and in so doing have
scheduled for Pacific Memorial gaged in the charity football
handed
down by the scholarship ruined part of the lives of several
Stadium and other Coliseums game last month in Lodi have hi any more amateur athletics.
fine boys.
been branded as professionals, All of the men had finished their committee at this writing, but in
where the Tigers will do battle.
(continued on page 5)
a
meeting
of
the
COP
Athletic
"The cooperation of the student and will not be able to participate football eligibility.

Competition Wanted
For Intramural Track

Jorge Tells of
Plans for Team

Swimming Team
Moot Question

WICKMAN FIRST IN
MT. ROSE SKI RACE

Z U K E

SAYS-

By ED ZUCHELLI
Things will be popping in LA
tonight in a big way . . . Pepperdine is looking for a tourna
ment berth, and so are our COP
cagers . . . Someone is going to
feel awful after the weekend's
doubleheader is over ... I sure
hope it isn't Pacific . . . Track
coach Earl Jackson is screaming
for some boys to come out and
work with the team . . . He feels
that he has a good basic squad,
but ER wants a few boys to
handle the seconds and thirds...
We hear that Boyd Thompson is
ready to take a material finding
jaunt down south in the near
future . . . Good Luck, Boyd -. .
Rog Wickman deserves a lot of
plaudits for his excellent showing
in last week's ski meet in Nevada.
Try working out for the winter
sports and track at the same
time ... It isn't fun . . . Watch
for the finals of the intro-mural
championships in basketball . . .
There really should be some fire
works . . .
Big John Poulus has already re
ceived a raise from the New York

PACIFIC BATMEN
TO FACE ALUMNI
With a pending game with the
alumni tomorrow, the C.O.P.
baseball team will not be at its
peak after only two weeks of
practice. The pitchers and catch
ers have been working out at
the state farm while the rest of
the club has been drilling at Oak
Park under the direction of Sonny
Adkins. Last Saturday was the
first time all the boys got to
gether for a full drill.
In room 113 of North Hall one
can find an integral part of this
year's team; all newcomers, and
all from San Mateo Junior Col
lege: Bud Watkins, the noisiest
of them all, is originally from
Richmond. He pitched for the
champion J.C. team for two
years. Last year he won both of
the play-off games to gain top
honors for himself and his team.
He is a control artist; he pitched
a no-hit game last season only to
lose because of two errors. Bud
pitched in the Examiner All-Star
game and he ventured up to Cana
da with an All-Star college outfit.
The "Pompadore Kid" is current
ly seen on the hardwoods with
the Pacific Varsity.
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Yankee football team . . . But the
price of meat seems to have gone
up all over . . . Ray Kring tells
The Independent Schmoos and
us that the San Francisco Olym Rhizomia's Eagles moved into the
pic Club has the greatest track final play-off round of the 1951
and field team of all times this schedule Wednesday night when
year . . . We meet them in a they toppled their respective op
three-way meet including San ponents in National and Ameri
Jose here this spring ... It should can League play.
be a dilly . . .
The two clubs will meet in a
Hats off to the Tiger cagers for championship battle Monday
their fine wins over St. Mary's night in the Pacific gymnasium.
and Sacramento State . . . The A twenty-five cent admission tag
"Neck" Moscone went nuts in his will be charged for the tiff with
home area against St. Mary's by money derived going to the intra
mural trophy fund.
dumping in 15 digits . . .
Downing a fighting Omega Phi
Any fellows interested in man
aging track should contact Coach Bulldog, 46-40, the Schmoos
moved into the finals only after
Jackson immediately . . .
Ken Rose, assistant baseball a rugged struggle which was in
mentor, tells that this year's nine doubt until the final minutes.
The heavily favored winners
will be one of the most potent
jumped into a quick lead and for
in Tiger history . . .
Oh, yes . . . Doug Gilkey wishes awhile it looked like they were
to inform the public that he did going to make it no contest. With
not receive 10,000 bucks to throw Frank Poucher potting them from
a game this year, but that he j amazing distances, the taller in
might get out on a limb for a dependents appeared to be in for
dime and a free cup of coffee . . . an easy evening.
See you next week .... Love . . .
Then the Foos, playing with
"Me throw a game .
Heck
Zuke.
only six men, caught fire and
came surging back to take a sec
ond quarter lead.
Go! Tigers! Go!
Swimming Out
The number two stanza found
By BOROFSKI
the frat men unable to continue
(Continued from Page 4)
the rugged pace as they tired and
From the quonsets to the
It is time that we, the students, the better conditioned Schmoos
infirmary comes the battle cry,
recognize that the real kick installed a fast-breaking attack
comes from those who feel that that spelled the eventual margin "Win the NAIB you guys,
Pacific is getting too good, and of victory. Poucher was high man gives with the Tiger try.
Smack down Chico State,
in their fear of being left by the for the winners with 18 markers
give 'em all you've got,
wayside are attempting to retali and Darrell Winrich tallied 12 for
And then when faced with Pepate in the only way they know, the Foos.
the vicious, below the belt style,
In the evening's second major perdine, blast 'em shot by shot;
Come on Wirt and Deitrich,
of taking it out on the kids.
league tilt Rhizomia blotted out
flick 'em Howie Pearce
Let us now say this, "We, the a hefty Polar Bear A.C. outfit
student body of the College of 48-31 thereby earning the right to George, the Neck, give 'em heck,
Watkins boy, get fierce
the Pacific, have the finest swim compete for the championship.
Blast 'em Jimmy Denton,
ming team in the nation. We are
The Eagles had little trouble
tip them Crazy Britt
proud that their names: Cullen- with the Bear beeftrust as their
Come
on Schreiber, Engstrom,
ward, Nyquist, Stebbins, Brown, speed and shooting accuracy paid
Pace, Lavalle, and Ostman, have dividends against the losers. Kahn, hit you Tigers, hit."
Yes, the Pacific boys are ready,
been so feared by other teams Johnny Kane led the Rhizite at
for any kind of fight,
that they have won by moral tack with 14 digits and Sid Hall
They .want to make the tourney,
prowess this mythical, but high tanked 17 for the losers.
and they want to do it right;
caliber championship. Thanks,
So from Gerber, and from
fellows, and come back."
Don Hamilton, last year a star
on the COP tennis team, is now
Summer in San Francisco is teaching elementary school in
cooler than Fall.
Sacramento.

Tbomy
I can't even make the team"
Klaus Fergrust of South Bench,
Idaho, has been licking stamps
for twenty-eight years in an un
dertaking parlor for local prize
fighters and their families. It
was disclosed recently that Fer
grust has no tongue. Senator
McCarthy ordered investigation.
The metropolis of Badgas, Me.,
has three reasons for griping.
One, no one has left for thirtytwo years; two, no one has come
for thirty-three years; and third,
no one seems to care. The an
swer might be that they are all
dead, but no one will bother to
find out. Rumors of a fix have
been heard by Kefauver, but the
town still just sits. So what?
Tully, from Burns, and
Miss Monroe,
"Give 'em all you've got,
you guys, GO! GO! GO!

Yost Bros
• =S T Y L E S T O R E

FIND OUT,WHEN

DOUGBREIEN
PLo.U3

fOR^MEN*

For over 30 years — YOST BROS, store
has been known for Style - Quality and
Value and a Friendly store for Men.

tn

"the

The boy tha has been looking
at Bud for th« last six years be
hind a screen < .ailed catchers) is
Johnny Noce. He also has seen
two years of action at San Mateo.
Last year he hit 384%. He is a
good signal caller and he is noted
for talking opponents out of hits.
Johnny received bids to play at
Cal, Oregon, U.S.F. and Yale, but
he picked Pacific. He will prob
ably alternate with Bud Taglio
for the catching duties.
The smallest of the three, and
naturally the one who gets the
pushing around, is Johnny Kane.
Johnny played at Sequoia High
and unfortunately he met up
with the above two at San Mateo.
He hit 315% last season, and is
a sparkling defensive man, and a
bunter par excellence. He also
received many bids of scholar
ship. Johnny has to fill the shoes
of Buddy Jones on the short-stop
spot who hit 420 last year. He
obviously has scared all comers
from going out for the position,
as he is the only short-stop.

Rhizomia, Schmoos
Enter Finals In
Basket Play-offs

BLOCK 5?™ FACULTY
BASKETBALL ?? GAME

Helping you to choose the right clothes
is the thing in which we are most
interested.

Onl^.SO

That's one reason we've always featured
Nationally Known and Nationally
Advertised Wearing Apparel for Men
and Young Men.

Always Giving You the Most
Over-all Satisfaction for the-Money You Spend

• S T Y LE STORE TOR ^V\EN •

COP GYM

730P.M MARCH

,3T

320 E. Main St., Stockton—San Andreas—Tracy, 10th and B Sts.
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Social Calendar

South Hall Elects
New Officers

A Cappella choir home con
Officers who will lead South
cert at the Central Methodist
Hall
through the spring semester
Church, February 23 at 8:00 in
were
installed at a formal cere
the evening.
mony
on February 15.
"Sing Out Sweet Land," Cen
tennial play, at Pacific Theatre,
February 24 at 8:00 in the even
ing.
Morris Chapel Organ Vespers
at Morris Chapel, February 25 at
4:30 in the afternoon.
Conservatory-Trio, Horace I.
Brown, Edward Shadbolt and
Alix Brown at Conservatory,
February 27 at 8:15 in the even
ing.
Well-known Humbolt State
Choir will sing at Conservatory,
February 28 at 7:30 in the even
ing.
Armed Forces Men's Assembly
at the Conservatory, Thursday,
March 1 at 11:00 in the morning.

Nadene Proffitt was installed
as president. Assisting her as
vice-president will be Pat Haley.
Peggy Atkins will serve as sec
retary. Shirley Nielson was in
stalled as treasurer, and Carolyn
Stevens as historian.
Representing their respective
classes on the council will be Se
niors Beverly Vowell, and Betty
McGhee; juniors Virginia Baker
and Dorothy Gait; sophomores
Marilyn Wilcox and Marilyn
Gange; and freshmen Doris
Hitch and Ursula Herrick.

The new officers were in
stalled by out-going secretary,
Marilyn Wilcox, in the absence
of past president, Ruth Cunning
Sorority rushing; Preference ham.
dinners, Monday, February 26
from 6:00 to 8:30.

Pledging, Tuesday, Feb. 27.
Traditional Archania Belle
Event, Tuesday evening, Febru
ary 27.
Basketball — Tonight at 8:15,
COP vs. Pepperdine College at
Los Angeles. Saturday evening,
February 24 at 8:15 COP vs. Pep
perdine College at Los Angeles.

Officers Elected
At West Hall

ORGAN VESPERS
STILL PLAYING

Morris Chapel Organ Vespers
will be presented by Nadine
Stuhlmuller, soprano, and Ellen
Hendry, organist, on February 25
at 4:30 in the afternoon. This will
be the third in a series to be
presented during the spring sem
ester.
Miss Stuhlmuller will sing
"These Are They" from The Holy
City by Gaul.

Installation ceremonies were
Miss Hendry will present the
held at West Hall last Monday following numbers: Chorale —
night to inaugurate officers for Improvisation "Jerusalem, Thou
the coming semester.
I High-Tower'd City" by KargDirecting activities as West jElert; Prelude, Fugue et Varia
Hall's president will be Ann tion by Cesar Franck; Madrical
Arthurs, with Hazel Corliss as by Leo Sowerby; Lied to the
vice president. Jane Taylor will Ocean, from The Lied Symphony,
serve as secretary, Barbara Ba- and Chorale Prelude, "Now Rest
galini as treasurer, and Viola Beneath Night's Shadow", both
Little as historian reporter.
by Flor Peeters; and two num
In charge of the installation bers by Louis Vierne, Choral and
was Margaret Riggs, past presi Carillon from "Twenty - Four
dent of West Hall.
Pieces."

Style Wise
By ZUKI

Frilling flounces and flouncing
frills feature this week's fash
ions for young college girls. Ac
cording to Aaron Aronshu, local
dress designer, girls will be wear
ing clothes this spring.
The fad for summer wear will
have to be more exacting than the
winter, and for fall all will have
to change again, which might not
be true if certain things happen
to slip out. Many sorority girls
already are planning to wear
only overalls next month, and
since price controls have not be
come too difficult this might be
feasible in certain areas of Lux
embourg.
I favor new colors myself with
no neckline to speak of, and a
very low cut back. This offers
extreme advantages for those
girls interested in wearing multi
colored tatoos. A very charming
one is of Bob Moser dancing the
Charleston. This can be pur
chased someplace.
Local instructor, Count Borofski, encourages girls to wear garb
that goes with their personality.
In his classes on international in
trigue he has lectured on the im
portance of Mata Haris costumes,
and the persuasive dresses (we
hope the Count said dresses. He
might not have, but maybe he
did. Anyway we hope so.) worn
by Cleopatra did much to get
men, and since getting men
seems to be a popular COP aca
demic major for babes (nickname
for girls) they should follow
suit. Four no trump is not a
good bid in contract bridge, but
six is a slam. This can be proven
by reading.
We sincerely hope that Donna
will be back at her (actually is it
her or he, or both?) old stand
next week. Till then, girls, wear
anything from a leopard skin to
a Dior. We love you any way.
Ow, 'Ratbone'.

MAYFAIR

Faculty Fireside
To Discuss Draft
The next Faculty Fireside is
scheduled for Thursday evening,
March 8, at the home of Dr.
David Bruner. The topic for dis
cussion will be "Pacifism and
Your Attitude Toward the Draft."
Loretta Wood, chairman of the
committee has a n n o u n c e d
that the group will be limited to
twenty persons, and a sign-up
sheet is now posted in the Ander
son "Y" Center.

DIAMOND ENSEMBLE
by Granat
with Matching Groom's
Ring

Pump.

(loam

Price Shown for Bride's Ensemble
Includes Both Rings
Prices-Include Federal Tax

LUNCHES AND DINNERS

*TRAOCMARK RCB. U. 8. RAT. Off.
WCD-IOK RINGS PROTCCTCO 8Y U.S. RATI.

Wm. Qeeki
J E W E L E R
2047 PACIFIC AVENUE
STOCKTON. CALIFORNIA

SO I SAYS...
By DON DRAGOO

Before too many people get the
wrong impression about this cor
ner of the Pacific Weekly, let me
say that I probably left many de
serving souls out of last weeks
pics for the top ten ... People like
Dean Monroe, Dave Gerber, Don
Hardy, Howard Pearce, Don Mar
tin, Bobbie Lindhorst, Lura Mae
Saunders, Vonda Carlton, Mary
Rohdes, Prof. Alonzo Baker, Bob
Woods, Silvia Kaplin, John Poulos
and a multitude of others could
easily have been included, but I'm
limited on space and talent . . .
The talent more than the space.

are trying it out in harmony . . •
Ed Zuchelli & Tom Rosqui just
about finished the gals at Epsilon
for the semester the other night
. . . Tom painted Zuke up until he
looked like a blood relation to the
Hunch-back of Notre Dame &
sent him over to Epsilon . . . The
femmes had just quit a rushing
session when Zuke strolled in the
door . . . The result was catastro
phic . . . Edie Fincher hit the deck
& the rest of the gals were too
busy getting out of the way to do
anything else.
KAEO, your campus radio sta
tion, has changed its hours of
broadcasting for the spring term
. . . They're on the air from 4:00
until 11:00 P.M. now & the pro
gramming has been revamped un
til it smells strongly of commer
cial work ... & brother, that ain't
bad . . . Some of the shows you'll
be hearing at 660 on your dial are
Studio X, On The Miracle Mile,
I Am Thine, Event of the Week,
Coffee Time, & a complete cover
age of Pacific's spring sports . . .
Another show you could listen to
without getting hurt is Adven
tures in Chemistry which is pro
duced by Jack Giles ... It is some
thing a little different than the
average radio show & from all in
dications, it will make for good
listening.

The Archites really went on the
rampage this past week, what
with some ninety young hopeful
gals at their bell function ... Dave
McDonald and Phil Chalmers sup
plied the entertainment and for
the most part it was quite com
plimentary . . . That is, it was un
til Chalmers got tangled up with
the fire-place ... & now the Ar
chites are faced with a racial
problem ... A note on the bulletin
board called for a meeting of the
"K.K.K." . . . said the note: "Bring
your own sheets & rope!" . . .
What gives, men?
The 1951 Centennial Mardi Gras
headed by Phoo Bob Woods,
which will hit the Pacific play
ground on April 27 & 28, has a
The weekly tip of the lid goes
chance of hitting a C.B.S. regional
radio hook-up . . . Mardi Gras to Pat Sojerner for a cute little
music chairman, Ed Zuchelli, & ditty she whipped up in her spare
Bob Woods have been chatting time called "Why Don't You Fall
with prospective band leaders In Love With Me" . . . Get her to
play it for you sometime . . . If
over dinner at Matty's . . . What
you like popular ballads, you'll
operators.
like this one.
A note received from Clint Arbuckle, the 1951 tennis coach:
"Here's a list of men who should
be put on the (tennis) ladder . . .
I have listed them in the order of
their potential standing at the
With the purpose of discussing
present time . . . Darrell Winrich,
its semester activities, the stud
Don Jacobus, Dick Haley, Lee
ent Engineering Society will hold
Tucker, Bud Blumenfeld, Robert
its next meeting on Wednesday,
Taylor Keever Jankovich, Ferrol
At last week's dinner meeting Hall, Frank DeParsia, Richard February 28, at 7:30 P.M. in Rm.
of the Partisan Club, it was McAbery, Bruce Deane, & Jesus 109E.
agreed that next week's meeting Reyes." . . . Last week Darrell
A movie will be shown, after
of the group will be open to the Winrich started the Tiger tennis which the group will discuss its
public. The meeting will be in season in great style with a six- future activities, including a field
formal and begin promptly at 7:30 love win over team mate Don Ja trip to the Calaveras Cement
in the evening.
cobus . . . Then, to show you what Plant, the senior banquet, and a
The topic for the discussion of kind of a coach Clint will make, spring picnic.
the evening will be—Thomas Winrich lost to his coach, 6-4, 8-8
All prospective Engineering
Wolfe, Writer, Philosopher;—and . . . Here's for another great sea students of both COP and Stock
as members have prepared for
ton College are cordially invited
son.
this event, the discussion should
The Femmes, especially Salle to attend this and other meet
prove to be a spirited affair.
Waddel
& Polly Wendells, over at ings.
Next week's meeting of the
Officers for the new semester
Partisan Club will be open. Every T.K.K. are learning to yodle . . .
are
president, Mike Engrahm;
They
are
attempting
to
start
a
one is invited to attend.
new fad in skiing circles . .. Now, vice president, Bob Henning; sec
retary, John Gardner; treasurer,
The first Protestant church.in instead of yelling track on the
George
Amos; and directors, Har
way
to
the
bottom,
you
yodle
.
.
.
California was erected in Benicia
& the two above mentioned gals ry Conway and Roy Vaught.
in Anril 1849.

Partisan's Meeting
Open to Public
Dorothy

George Peavey and
Linden will present the vesper
service on March 4.

SOCIETY

BANQUET ROOM
FOR WEDDINGS — PARTIES — DANCES

222 North Sutter — Stockton
Phone 2-5649

Engineering Society
Meets Wednesday
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John, Marsha Take Vows As Throngs Cheer
John S. Smith became the bridegroom of Marsha Jones
at a lovely candlelight ceremony conducted in the parlor
of the Manteca home of the benedict's father, Mr. Paul
Smith. The Rev. James Smith (no relation to the bride
groom) officiated at the Friday evening rites.

Archania Hosts 93
Rusheesat Belle Tea
Alpha Kappa Phi played host
to 93 rushees last Monday night
at the Archania Bell Tea.
Contrary to tradition, sweaters
and skirts were the dress for the
evening. The new mode contrib
uted to a comfortable and casual
occasion.
Entertainment was presented
by the Three Naturals assisted by
Dave McDonald and Phil Chal
mers.
The Archites served apple pie
a la mode to their guests.
Decorations included a large
bouquet of flowers with bells at
tached.
B e l l e chairman is Werner
Gehrke. The committee in charge
of the tea consisted of Bob Coon,
Roy Kong, Ed Tavaras, and Wally
Levin.

bronze candelabra shaped like
Winchester '73s. The traditional
cigars were distributed by John
before he and Marsha left for
their South African honeymoon.
John was graduated from Col
lege of the Pacific in June of 1939.
While on campus he was affili
ated with Alpha Phi Gamma, Al
pha Gamma Sigma, Delta Mu Eta,
Mu Phi Epsilon, Epsilon Lambda
Sigma, Rho Lambda Phi, Tau
Kappa Kappa, Omega Phi Alpha,
Phi Mu Alpha, Alpha Theta Tau,
Mu Zeta Rho, Phi Mu Alpha,
Gamma Gamma Epsilon, Alpha
Kappa Phi, Knolens, Blue Key
and is a past president of the
Partisan Club.
Before coming to Stockton,
John attended schools in Holly
wood, Reno, Hollywood, Las Ve
gas, Hollywood, Carson City, and
Hollywood. He is now employed
as a life guard at Lodi Lake.
Marsha also went to school.

John was radiant in ankle-•
length striped morning trousers nations accented the dramatic
topped by a swallow-tailed black black and white of their ensem
jacket. For his lapel he chose a bles.
boutonniere of pearl-white bouPreceding Marsha down the
vardia.
aisle
were Jane Smith, the bene
The benedict's sole jewelry
was matching pearl cuff links and dict's sister; Mary Brown, sister
stick pin, gifts of the bride. of one of the ushers; and Pru
John's "something old" was the dence White, sister of the other
pearl grey ascot he wore, the usher. They wore pink.
The benedict's mother, Mrs.
property of his grandfather. A
white nylon shirt and matching Arnold Smith of Hollywood, at
undies completed the benedict's tended her son's wedding attired
in gold lame. Her accessories
ensemble.
were pale green and she pinned
Marsha wore white.
S. John Smith, brother of the on a green corsage. The bride's
benedict, waited with him at the mother, Mrs. Ralph Jones, wore
chancel rail. Robert White and blue.
John greeted guests after the
William Brown seated the guests.
The trio of groomsmen were iden wedding at the Manteca Men's
tically suited in black ties and Club. He served groom's cake
tails. Boutonnieres of white car- from a table bedecked with Patronize those

done for you,
for springand-after

Meeting Monday of
Women's Y
The second all-women's Y mem
bership meeting of the semester
will be held Monday, February
26, at 5:45 P.M. in Anderson Y.
Procedure of the evening is to
go through the dining hall line
and then adjourn with a food tray
into the inside door of the Y cen
ter. The eating and the body of
the program will be carried on
upstairs.
A brief business meeting will be
followed by a discussion of cheat
ing on campus and the possibili
ties of the honor system. Jan
Thompson is the general chair
man of the affair. All girls are in
vited to attend.
March 12 is the date scheduled
for the next YW meeting. It
might possibly be in conjunction
with that of the men's Y.

Jorge Reviews Aims
At Newman Club
Ernie Jorge, the new College
of the Pacific football mentor,
gave his views and aims for 1951
at last Thursday night's Newman
Club meeting.
After President Dick Rohrbacher opened the meeting Ernie
took over hot and heavy.
The Newman Club will meet
again a week from this Monday
at 7:30 P.M. in the Anderson Y.
It is expected that Father Dingberg, a noted lecturer, will be the
featured speaker.

Want something really new,
really smart for the balmy days
ahead? Cast a critical eye over
either of these joyous Jaunty Juniors!
They're different. . . they're
dramatic . . . they're downright
out-of-this-world! The tailoring
deserves attention, too . . .
it's marvelous! Both coats in
Spring's happiest shades,
in sizes 7 to 15.
Left: YOU'VE SEEN IT IN
MADEMOISELLE!

Flared here, there and
everywhere! A bold-buttoned,
clever-cuffed, collarless charmer!
In pure worsted sheen. $55.00.
Right: IT'S ADVERTISED IN CHARM!

A deep-sleeved, notch-cuffed briefster
with welted pleat-seams on the front. . .
a tabbed neck with two shiny gold buttons.
In puff-fluffy pure wool fleece. $39.95

WITH US ALONE!

Organist Bacon
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
L
In Wide Acclaim A COMMENT
CHOOSE YOUR WEAPONS
By FRED TULAN

18 5 1

A GOLDEN CENTURY CROWNS PACIFIC

19 5 1

James Morrison
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EDITORIALS
CANNON FODDER
Though the failure of former Publications Commission
er Dick Cannon to account for funds entrusted to him was
at first astonishing, it does serve to clear up several puzzling
aspects of his behavior last semester.
Everyone in the Senate remembers how often lie pro
claimed that it was absolutely imperative that the Weekly
have a regular business manager, but in the next breath
confessed that there just didn't seem to be a qualified
student on the campus.
A special Senate committee spent several weeks trying
to sooth his vexation over what he considered major contract
violations by the editor and staff of the the Fall Weekly.
After supporting Vonda Carlton in her election as
editor of the Weekly in a bitter contest held last spring, he
became her bitter enemy almost as soon as the fall semester
had begun, and very nearly made it impossible for her to
continue to print a paper.
It is clear now that these contortion's by Cannon in the
apparent service of honesty and the letter of the law ob
scured the fact that he alone had any knowledge of the
disposition of the appropriations of the Senate and the ad
vertising revenue. As of now, any second-guesser can tell
you that this should never have happened!

YELLS AND LEADERS

Press notices from transconti
nental tours of former years re
veal Allan Bacon to be a re
spected and nationally-known or
gan recitalist. As professor of
organ and piano at the College,
duties restrict his continuing as
"one of the roving kind," but
audiences still enjoy his annual
faculty recital in Pacific Audi
torium.
Virtuosity was keynote in
Bach's Prelude in G Minor which
opened a memorized program
showing Mr. Bacon as an enthu
siast of impressionism and con
temporary music. In a day when
music native to the organ is
abundant and value of a song
transcription might be ques
tioned, the performer's romanti
cised transcription of "Come,
Sweet Death" nonetheless proved
effective and moving.
Continuing with Bach's miscel
laneous choral-prelude "All Glory,
Praise and Honor," a more re
laxed mood came in Handel's Con
certo No. 5 in F Major.
Karg-Elert's "Praise the Lord,
the Mighty King," responsible
for many innovations affecting
contemporary music, and the
quietly charming "Nune Dimittis"
of Englishman Charles Wood pre
ceded Reger's intricate "A Mighty
Fortress Is Our God" in closing
this group of modern hymn-tune
settings.
(The opinions, both pro and
con, expressed in the above re
port are those of Mr. Tulan and
do not represent those of the
feature editor. The feature edi
tor cannot play the organ, but in
the near future plans to start
lessons in order that he may
know his job.—Ed.)

I From the...

|CORNER BOOTH

Looking over the account of student support at home
basketball games during the past season, one might say
that if those persons who so faithfully followed the Tigers
had been given a bit of organization, the total net profits
would have been greatly increased.
It is to be hoped that next season's cheering section will
be given the yell leadership it deserves.

OFF THE BIAS
It has been suggested that a bachelor men's dinner table
be installed in the dining hall for the exclusive of single men.
This would, say those behind the B.M.D.T. movement, free
the men concerned from the rather wearisome tdsk of having
to sit at the same table with women students.
Too, claim the B.M.D.T. advocates, such a move would
relieve them trom the tedium of conversation concerning
hems, yokes, and things off the bias.
Now we don't want to sound stuffy or appear to throw
water on such an outstanding idea as the B.M.D.T., but we
teel that the lite ot the male would be dull indeed, without
such items as hems, yokes, and things off the bias.
However such an observation may seem biased in itself.
*

By GEOFF THOMAS
My friend Joe says women are
no good. This sounds strange
coming from a person who spends
more than a little time hustling
female women of the opposite
sex.
After all, Joe is a red blooded
American boy with red blooded
ideas.
But nevertheless, my friend is
singin' the blues. He had a good
girl, as good girls go, and as
good girls go, she went . . . over
big.

Dear Editor:
Last week you printed a letter
in which the writer referred to a
joke printed in a previous edition.
But I believe that A1 missed the
point of the joke.
I think it should have read:
Boy: Do you know how they
got "The Thing" to say Irene?
Girl: Goodnite?
Boy: No — however I may be
wrong.
Ha, Ha,
W. RANDEL
PITY THE PELICAN
Dear Editor:
As a member of the Bird De
fenders of America, I must reg
ister .a complaint against the
spurious remark in Mr. Boone's
letter of last week concerning
our friend the pelican.
Mr. Boone stated that this no
ble totipalmate is "turning back
the advancement of higher learn
ing."
Indeed! Such a thought would
never enter a pelican's distensible
gular pouch.
R. GILRAY
W-O-W!
Dear Editor:
Those pictures on page seven
of last issue — WOW! It's really
swell to see the Weekly really
trying to liven things up around
here.
I put the pictures up on the
wall with my other pin-ups on
the wall. Really terrif. WOW!
W. WARREN
WANTA BET?
Dear Sir or Madam
or Mixed Company:
I am a very good student at
the College of the Pacific, but I
have a confession to make. I did
not send a quarter to Bill Leiser
to bet against Oregon.
I had several good reasons for
this. First, I have been in Ore
gon. Second, I took golf from
Larry Siemering last year and
got a B. Third, I didn't have a
quarter at the time. And last, I
have had bad tonsils this winter.
To prove that I am a loyal
student I would like to bet on
other games. Anyone who wants
to bet with me can reach me
around the campus. I will be
reading Count Borofski's book on
"Russia At Play".
Please get in touch with me
at any time and we will bet.
MYLES LANGWORTH '52

Hello:
Where can I find a book on
Portuguese Wharf Rats, and the
Flungian Fever? You think you
know so much, I could beat you
up easy.
I'm not kidding, and I want to
hear where that book is. I live
in Milpitas and I commute.
Wouldn't you commute if you
had a good home? I'll bet you
never saw a good home. If
you're so smart get that book.
I have a girl and she wants
that book, too. I don't care how
many excuses you have, because
I'm going in the army someday.
Huh! You didn't know that.
Gosh you sure are dumb for
an editor. Let's make Pacific
go good and get that book huh?
Smarter Than You,
JIM DUNKEL
Student with a sister and home.
LIKES FIGURES
Dear Editor:
Your educational information
on the size of acreage of San
Francisco's Telegraph Hill Park
reviewed from the 1946 Weekly
intrigued me very much.
You might be interested to
know that through diligent in
vestigation I have found that
the size of the park since 1946
has been reduced twice.
The original 2.87 acres are now
only 1.15 acres. In 1947 a threestory apartment house was built
reducing the area to 1.27 acres.
Four months later in-the same
year a laundro-mat was built
leaving the park at its present
size.
Yours for more statistics,
OSCAR BRENWALD
NO ORGANIZATION
Dear Editor:
Although I realize it was prob
ably an unintentional error, I wish
to make it known that I felt very
disappointed at being excluded
from the Big-Little Sister party.
I have a sister who weighs a
great deal, and I also have one
who is only two years of age.
Certainly this qualifies me for
the event.
Perhaps next year a better or
ganizational job is in order.
Very truly yours,
BOB MOSER
Platypus eggs are barely half
an inch in diameter, with a leath
ery compressible covering, like
the eggs of reptiles.

That is she went to class, and
to chow, and to ball games, and
out with some other guy.
Joe is bitter. He says that from
now on women are as welcome
around him as Dean Betz at a
frat party.

Joe wants it known that from
now on girls can get along with
HAIL,
ALL
ALL HAIL
out him. He is no longer aware
Certainly one of the most respected and important of the fact that there are two
members ,of the campus community is the noble canine sexes he says.

known as Champion. This somewhat aloof campus habitue
greets seniors and frosh alike in the same offhand manner.
And as tar as the administration is concerned, Champ
seldom gives them more than a second glance, though we
believe that he gives them more than a second thought.
Social events become real events only when they receive
an approving and discriminating sniff from Champ.
Therefore Champion, now that a golden century crowns
Pacific, we salute you, our uncrowned champion, Champion.

Big deal.
Joe must have weak eyes.
He says that the girls around
here ought to shape up.
My friend cooled off after a
while. Said he was going down
town to catch a flick. Jane
Russel in "The Outlaw."

1

"There's no stopping him since he started using Hadacol."

